
Welcome to TAXEDU’s latest newsletter! 

The aim of the TAXEDU portal is to ensure that all European citizens ‒ young and old ‒ are informed about the

breadth of services and facilities made possible through tax (education, healthcare etc.).

From tax literacy to cultural heritage and the environment, this issue 

offers a variety of topics and fresh insight. There’s also a new boardgame guaranteed 

to get children thinking and having fun language, geography and taxation.   

Happy reading!

At School

Tax literacy for children in elementary school 

Learn about the “Fiscal literacy for young people” project launched by Slovenia’s financial
administration.

Event for youth including taxes 

Youth organisations met in Trakai (Lithuania) to share tips about how to start a business and
handle taxes.

Financial education month: students go to economics lesson  

Students across Italy learn about economic issues as part of the “Financial Education Month”.

Educating young citizens about tax 

For the first time in the Republic of Croatia, children were provided with tax education at
the Borovje Primary School, in Zagreb.  

 

Extraterrestre 2QT explains taxes to the students 

Italy’s tax officials bring Taxedu materials to schools in Pescara. The famous Taxedu robot 2QT
was also in attendance!

Ready to start the second edition of the competition “Dear Mayor…” 

Students from Campania have been asked to propose projects that will improve their
neighbourhood or city, using collected taxes, as part of the second edition of the “Dear Mayor…”

competition.

Mobility Era Game

A new European tax boardgame hits the market 

You can now understand all tax mechanisms with the new European tax game “Mobility Era. Play
your taxes!”

Italian students play “Mobility era” 

Students have fun testing their knowledge of English language, taxation and… geography.

“Mobility era’ connecting generations 

A family in Lithuania was the first to play the game “Mobility era”. Meet the winner!

#Taxbuilds

Taxes help protect the environment 

This thematic pack focuses on environmental taxes and how they can help preserve the
environment, discourage behaviour that can negatively affect it and contribute to a healthier planet
and citizens. The pack’s main focus is on pollution, the fight against plastic bags, climate change
and the how the TAXEDU digital portal can assist students and teachers in their lessons on this

topic.   
 

Taxes help people with disabilities  

Taxes help improve the lives of millions of Europeans with disabilities. Tax money benefits the
disabled and helps lift barriers. Check out our special thematic pack on this topic: Taxes lift barriers

for disabled and A new European tax boardgame hits the market

How taxes preserve Europe’s cultural heritage 

They help fund programmes and public services that are helping to ensure Europe’s cultural
heritage is protected, preserved and accessible now and into the future. The aim of this thematic

pack is to raise awareness on the issues surrounding cultural heritage and how the TAXEDU digital
portal can contribute with tax lessons on this topic. 

National administrations actions

Activities developed in the field of Tax Citizenship and the TAXEDU Portal 

Learn about the strategies and actions the Portuguese Tax and Customs Authority has developed
in the field of tax education and in the promotion of voluntary tax compliance.   
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